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Mixed Reality (MR) technologies, including augmented and virtual reality, are increasingly used in a number of sectors, thanks to their capabilities to immerse users in multisensory interaction environments. However, as indicated by some systematic reviews, questionnaire remains the main method for evaluating the interaction quality of MR. There is a lack of innovative approaches addressing unique features of MR. It can dampen the advances of MR, as evaluation feedback can inform its future development. In this workshop we aim to explore this issue by inviting participants to share their practical experiences or conceptual ideas of evaluating MR in various contexts, using different methods and tools. The ultimate aim is to produce a research agenda on this topic for the community to examine it further in the future.

1. INTRODUCTION

The recent rapid development of immersive and spatial computing technologies such as Microsoft HoloLens/Mesh, Google Glass, or Magic Leap suggests an imminent paradigm shift towards Mixed Reality (MR), which is even predicted to replace mobile phones in the coming decade (Leswing, 2021).

According to the widely recognized taxonomy by Milgram and colleagues (1994). MR refers to the full reality-virtuality continuum, including augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR). AR is traditionally defined as technology with three core characteristics (Azuma, 1994): it combines real and virtual content; it is interactive in real-time; it is registered in 3D. The first characteristic differentiates AR from VR, which involves a total immersion of its user in simulated worlds, completely masking the real-world environment. Nevertheless, the boundaries between MR, AR and VR are getting blurred, which are attributable to the varied usage of these terms in the industrial and academic venues (Speicher et al., 2019).

With enriched sensory experiences enabled by MR-based applications, which are mostly multimodal (i.e. visual, audio, haptics, taste/flavour, smell), interacting with them can elicit positive emotional responses such as fun and pleasure in users, contributing to rich interaction experience. This accounts for the ever-increasing use of MR in a range of sectors such as education (e.g. ARETE, Masneri et al., 2020) and medicine (e.g. VOSTARS).

To ensure the uptake of MR applications, it is critical to ensure their usability and user experience (UX). In accordance with the ISO 9241-210 definitions, an interactive system is usable when it can support its users to achieve their goals by completing related tasks with low or no error-rate, using optimal resources in terms of time and mental effort, and feeling satisfied with comfort whereas UX puts emphasis on user affect and sensation, and the meaningfulness of such interactions in everyday life (Law et al., 2009).

In the recent decade, there has been a number of research studies on designing and evaluating MR applications in various contexts. Several systematic literature reviews were conducted to analyse and synthesize which and how usability and UX methods were employed in these studies with some focusing on AR (e.g. Akçayır & Akçayır, 2017; Santos et al. 2013) and some on VR (e.g. Kim et al. 2020; Radianti et al.,2020). Interestingly, these systematic reviews consistently point to the fact that questionnaire is the main evaluation method alongside with the other established ones such as interview and observation.

This raises the concern whether the conventional methods and instruments, such as Jakob Nielsen’s ten usability heuristics and System Usability Scale, are appropriate to evaluate MR technology or new approaches and bespoke scales addressing unique features of MR should be developed. The lack of
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innovative methods and tools can dampen the advances of MR as evaluation feedback can inform its future development.

It also begs a more serious question whether and what MR-specific usability and UX evaluation methods are available, given that MR is so distinct from the traditional 2D-based technologies. The main goal of the workshop is to examine this key question (Section 3.1).

2. BACKGROUND

It is imperative to recognize the usefulness of questionnaires for evaluating the subjective perception of interaction quality. However, the lack of innovative methods for addressing the unique features of MR technology calls for more research efforts. Indeed, one distinct characteristic of MR is the use of head-mounted display (HMD), which is essential for VR. While many of AR applications are marker-based, their markerless counterparts, especially HMD-based, are on the rise.

HMD is a type of computer display device, worn on the head or is built in as part of a helmet, has a small display optic in front of one or each eye. The sophistication of HMDs can lead to their wider application and adoption, though high costs remain a challenge. Nonetheless, innovative methods are required to evaluate these emerging interaction devices. In the following, we present a review on specific measures related to the use of HMDs.

2.1 Location and movement

Since most HMDs include a spatial mapping feature and camera, participants’ location and movements can be easily acquired and recorded through experiments for analysis later. For instance, Piumsomboon et al. (2019) calculated the total movement of participants in the environment to indicate physical load of each test condition (Figure 1). In collaborative scenarios, distance between collaborators can be used to investigate behavioral differences or proxemics interaction (Chow et al. 2019; Piumsomboon et al., 2019).

2.2 Head orientation, eyes gaze, and field of view

Head movements are commonly used as an alternative selection technique for HMD to provide hand-free selection for the users. With a portable eye tracker product such as Pupil Labs, eye gaze tracking is also possible to use in combination with the head movements to quantify user’s focus and attention (Rahman et al., 2020). For example, Kytö et al. (2018) investigated head movements and eye tracking in their user study to find accurate selection techniques with HMD. Parr et al. (2020) used eye tracking equipment to investigate gaze behavior in children with developmental coordination disorder. In collaborative scenarios (Piumsomboon et al. 2019; Dey et al., 2017) measuring the time users spent sharing gaze or field of view can be used to examine communicative behavior or common ground establishing process.

2.3 Controllers and hands

Modern HMDs are often accompanied with controllers, which allow the users to interact with virtual objects in 3D spaces. The controllers’ movement is a valuable measurement for user’s physical load. Thus, multiple studies (Nguyen et al. 2017; Yan et al., 2018; Pontonnier et al. 2014) tracked the controller’s movement to study ergonomic and task accuracy in the virtual environments. Hand gestures detection on the HMD is also possible by using additional hardware such as Leap Motion Sensor. Hand gestures, such as pointing gestures, are essential non-verbal cues during a collaborative scenario, and number of hand gestures is another indicator of communicative behavior or common ground establishing process (Piumsomboon et al. 2019; Yoon et al. 2020). Recent HMDs, such as Hololens2 and Oculus Quest2, support hand gesture detections, which make hand gestures detection accessible without additional hardware.

2.4 Emotions and Expressions

With the advancement of Deep Learning, facial expressions and emotions recognition are becoming faster and more reliable. Recently, multiple telepresence studies used facial expressions and emotions detection to provide feedback for the users, since facial expressions and emotions can provide important information for social interaction. For example, Zeng et al. (2019) detect students’ facial expressions and emotions during an online classroom to provide feedback for the instructor. Samrose et al. (2021) use facial expressions and emotion detection tools as a communication coach to improve user’s behavior in an online meeting. In AR HMDs, facial expressions and emotion detection are possible since the HMDs are optical see-through. For instance, “Empathy Glass” (Masai et al.
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2016; Lee et al. 2016) used facial expression and emotion detection to study empathy between users in a remote collaborative task (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Empathy glass (Masai et al. 2016; Lee et al. 2016) shows local user’s workspace, gaze, emotions (facial expression), heart rate, and galvanic skin response in real-time to the remote user.

2.5 Physiological data
With wearable devices, physiological data such as heart rate or oxygen level can be acquired to investigate the users’ level of excitement during the tasks. As an example, Dey et al. (2017, 2018) measure heart rate in a collaborative VR game to understand empathic connection between users. Recently, neuroimaging methods such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), electroencephalography (EEG), and functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), are used to monitor social interaction in collaborative scenarios. A review by Barde et al (2020) describe a possible usage of neuroimaging methods in collaborative virtual environment.

3 WORKSHOP PLAN
The above concise literature review lays the groundwork for the workshop of which we present the details in the following sub-sections.

3.1 Aim and objectives
The main aim of the workshop is to explore the key question: whether and what MR-specific usability and UX evaluation methods are available, how these methods are applied, which factors facilitate or hinder their wider adoption.

The aim informs three objectives:

- To invite participants to share their practical experiences and insights on deploying different evaluation methods and tools for MR technologies in different contexts, especially in relation to the use of HMDs.
- To identify strengths and weaknesses of such methods and tools and challenges of applying them.
- To develop a research agenda for developing innovative evaluation methods for MR technologies.

Note that while we strongly invite submissions on HMD-based applications, others MR technologies (e.g. AR markers) being evaluated with new or traditional approaches are welcome as well. We aim to analyse and discuss a range of research and practice.

3.2 Benefits and significance
The topic of the workshop is timely and relevant, given the ever-increasing interests and efforts in harnessing the power of immersive technologies in many sectors. MR, as emerging technology, entails innovative methods and tools to evaluate their interaction quality. While the prevailing usability and UX approaches like questionnaire are generally applicable, more insightful evaluation outcomes that can inform the design of MR will be obtained. For instance, to what extent MR is effective in detecting emotions through multisensory data and how to improve the accuracy.

The workshop will bring together researchers and practitioners who are interested in MR technology to engage in exchanges of knowledge. Sharing practical experiences of using different evaluation methods for different MR technologies in different contexts can lead to insights that will stimulate further work. This will be realised through a research agenda on innovative methods for evaluating MR technology, which will be the main output of the workshop.

3.3 Overview of planned activities
3.3.1 Prepare and distribute call for papers.
Papers on applying methods and tools for evaluating MR technologies will be solicited and should address the following questions:

- What MR technology is used in which application domain?
- What is the evaluation method used (or conceptualized)?
- How is the evaluation method applied? What challenges are encountered and how they are overcome?
- What are the strengths and weaknesses of the evaluation method?
- How will the evaluation method be enhanced?

3.3.3 Workflow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00 – 9:15</td>
<td>Welcome &amp; Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 – 10:00</td>
<td>Keynote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 – 11:00</td>
<td>Paper presentations Session 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 – 11:15</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 – 12:15</td>
<td>Paper presentations Session 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15 – 13:00</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00 – 14:15</td>
<td>Group work Session 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:15 – 14:30</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:30 – 15:45</td>
<td>Group work Session 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:45 – 16:00</td>
<td>Wrap up and Closing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Welcome & Introduction: The organisers will introduce the aim and objectives of the workshop and how it will be run. Each participant will be asked to briefly introduce themselves.

Keynote: An experienced MR researcher will be invited to give a keynote to highlight the state-of-the-art of MR technology.

Paper presentations Session 1 & 2: Each presenter will be given 10 to 15 minutes to present their paper, followed by Q&A.

Group work Session 1: Participants will be divided into groups of 4 to discuss the following questions:

- Which features of MR technology need to be further enhanced to make it become the future mainstream digital communication device (cf. mobile phones)?
- What are other use scenarios of the to-be-enhanced MR technology?

After discussing the questions for about 45 minutes, the plenum will be reconvened. Each group will present their discussion outputs to get feedback.

Group Work Session 2: The same groups of 4 will continue the discussion based on the outputs of Group Work Session 1. The new questions to be discussed are:

- What innovative methods and tools need to be developed to evaluate the to-be-enhanced MR features that can support the proposed use scenarios?
- How to consolidate the above outputs into a research agenda?

Similar to Session 1, the group discussion will last about 45 minutes. The discussion outputs will be presented in the plenum to invite feedback.

Wrap up and Closing: The organisers will discuss with the participants about the future post-workshop research activities. They can include a follow-up workshop in another venue, a joint publication, and a journal special issue.
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Matthias Heintz is a Teaching Fellow in Informatics with a focus on Human-Computer Interaction and Mobile & Ubiquitous Computing. His recent research work focuses on Participatory Design, usability, and user experience, especially in the context of technology-enhanced learning (TEL), without and with Augmented Reality (AR).
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